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INTRODUCTION

The West Forester Lake claim group consists of 12 
claims as follows: PA 29924 - PA 29935 inclusive.

These claims were staked by W. Taylor Si M.Stewart on 
July 30 - August l, 1961, as part of Patricia Project, prospecting 
- 300-55. Previously the Forester Lake area had been outlined 
as favourable for prospecting by Dr. Peach during the reconnaissance 
phase of the Patricia Project.

The claim group occurs at the west end of Forester Lake 
which lies 70 miles north of Pickle Lake. It occurs in the North 
east protion of Map Sheet 53B-8. The claims straddle a volcanic- 
granitic contact.

The area was accessible to the writer by either float- 
equipped Norsemanor Cessna aircraft from Pickle Lake.

Geological mapping of the property was done during the 
last week of August and first week of September, 1961, by the 
writer who camped at W. Taylor's recently vacated campsite on 
N.W. Forester Lake. The writer was assisted by A. Taylor and 
A. Labelle.

Geology was plotted on an approximate scale of l" to 400". 
Control was provided by pace and compass lines along the North and 
West sides of claim group and also an east-west paced picket line 
running through the central portion of the claim group. Due to 
magnetic anomalies in the area, control was also provided by land 
marks found on aerial photo A 14152-58.

Several companies (Ventures, Kerr Addison, Inco) have 
been interested in this area within the past four years. Of these, 
Inco is still examining anomalies in the Forester Lake area. They 
have a permanent camp 1} miles east of base camp.

The regional geology of the area is described briefly 
by G,A. Carruthers (G,S,C. map 18-1961, North Caribou Lake, Ontario.

sheet 53B).

PHYSIOGRAPHY

The claim group is located in an area of fairly low 
relief. Two outcrop knolls in the claim group are 100' high. 
These are underlain by mafic volcanics and are usually covered with 
jackpine. The swampy lows - muskeg, spruce, swamp and alders are 
usually underlain by scattered peridotite sills, and also the 
granite contact on the south side of the claim group.
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Much of the timber is recent growth as a result of a 
fire 20 years ago through the Forester Lake area. As a result, 
thich alders prevailed on the slopes of the low hills. The 
western part of the claim group in covered with glacial drift, 
both sand and boulders.

Forest fires were present to the north and wast of 
Forester Lake during the entire season.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS

QUATERNARY
Pleistocene: Boulders, sand, gravel.

PRE-CAMBRIAN
Algoman. ( - Pegmatite

( - Lea par lea pegmatitic gneiss
{ - Aplite
( - Biotite granite, hornblende granite
( - quartz porphyry

Peridotite, Serpentinite

Keewatin ( - Sediments
( - Agglomerate
( - Pillow lavas
( - Massive flows, (andesite S. basalt)

GENERAL GEOLOGY

All consolidated rocks on this claim group are 
classified as Archean in age. They consist of volcanics and 
sediments of the Keewatin type. Later peridotite sills, and 
granite, pegmatites, aplites and acid porphyry intrude the 
volcanics.

The writer has based his identification of volcanic 
rock types primarily on field relationships such as colour, 
appearances of the fresh and weathered surfaces and other 
characteristics such as massive, pillowed, schistese ( stretched), 
pyroclastic and grain size. The volcanic group were for mapping 
purposes divided into 3 units; - pyroclastic; pillow (including 
schistose, stretched pillows); massive {green (t black).

A thin band of sediments - argillaceous quartzites lie 
along the southern edge of the volcanics.

These volcanic rocks which are intruded by numerous 
pegmatite, aplite and acid prophyry dikes are bounded on the south 
and north sides of the claim group by 2 different types of granite.
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On the south edge lies a grey fine-grained, biotite granite and
on the north edge lies a coarse-grained lineated hornblende granite.

Of probabl younger age occur preidotite sills which 
intrude the volcanic sequence. In places small serpentinite 
sills were noticed.

LITHOLOGY

Pillow Volcacics
This sequence is fine grained ranging from dark green 

to black on fresh surfaces and weathers greyish-green to dark grey. 
In many of the outcrops, pillow structures are evident, although 
tops could only be determined in a few cases. The pillows range 
in size from 3" X 4" to larger 12" x 18". Close to the granitic contact 
on the south side of the claim group, the pillows have been stretched 
to ribbon banding. Metamorphism has reduced this sequence to a 
mixture of hornblende and chloritic schists, and smphibolite gniosses. 
In a few places vesicular flows are present.

Massive Volcanics
Two types of massive volcanics are present, usually closely 

related. One is fine to medium grained, medium to dark green; and 
the other is fine to coarse-grained, black, and weathers black. 
This latter sequence is a coarse-grained diorite which forms a 
small cliff face along the south-east nose of the north hill. 
Both green and black massive volcanics grade into each other.

Agglomerate
A definite band of agglomerate is present in the central 

portion of the claim group. The rounded pyroclastic bombs range 
from walnut size to a larger block size. These are a greenish- 
yellow olivine, weathering a pale, greenish-white. In a few places, 
light green andesite blocks are also present. The matrix of this 
sequence is dark green to black with a bluish cast, and weathers 
greenish-grey. The density of pyroclastic bombs vary from closely 
packed to sparse. Small pillow lavas are also present in and 
among the fringe of the agglomerate which grades into pillow lava. 
Differentiation between agglomerate and pillow volcanics was based 
on the predominance of either bombs or pillows. Close to the 
southern granitic contact metamorphism has stretched a few small 
pyroclastic bands creating alternate light green and black gnoissic 
banding.

Sediments
This narrow sequence consists of a fine to medium grained 

buff to grey biotite quartzites weathering grey to brown. Its 
original composition was probably that of argillaceous sandstone. 
Those very contorted beds grade into a pegmatite gneiss. A sedimentary 
zone may occur through the centre of the claim group. This is 
inferred by a gossanized garnetiferous schist associated near the 
peridotite contacts.
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Lea par lea Pegmatite gneiss
This transition sequence occurs between the metasediments and the southern granite. Here, pegmatite dikes up to 4' wide intrude the sedumentary sequence. Towards the south fringe, close . to the granitic contact the pink pegmatite dikes increase in ; number and size until a pegmatitic, metasedimentary gneiss is formed.

Peridotite
Several sills of coarse grained, dark green to black peridotite intrude the volcanic sequence. The preidotite weathers pale greyish-green to a rusty chocolate, and has a rough corrugated appearance. In most cases these are heavily sheared. A high magnetite content in the peridotite was sufficient to affect compass travorese considerably in a few places. A few J" greenish-grey serpentine veins are present in the peridotite. The thickness of these sills range from 50" - 250" wide and their total extent unknown as they underlie low muskeg.

A narrower 2' peridotite sills appear to conform to the structure are closely associated with the peridotite intrusion. The serpentinite veins have altered to a chloritic schist.

The peridotite sills appear to conform to the structure and usually occupy zones of weakness close to or adjacent to the agglomerate-volcanic contacts. The intrusion of peridotite sills may have produced a garnotiforous schist in the central portion of the claim group.

Biotite Granite
This sequence occurs along the south boundary of the claim group. It is a fine to medium grained, grey on fresh surfaces and weathering buff. In a few places well assimilated bands of more biotitic gneisses may represent granitized sediments.

The contact metamorphic effects of the nearby sediments and volcanics are due to the intrusion of this body.

Aplites cutting the volcanics may be related to this intrusion. Several narrow pegmatite dikes out the granite.

Hornblende Granite
Along the northern boundary of the claim group occurs a medium to coarse grained hornblende granite. It is greyish-pink with vertically lineated hornblende noodles and weathers greyish- white. This granite appears to be a more leucocratic (?) phase of a grey granite dike which is found through the centre of Vorestor Lake .

Smaller Intrusives
Fine-grained aplite and quartz feldspar porphyry are found conformable to structure. These range from 3" to 3' wide and outline drag folding slong the major structure. These are probably associated with the intrusion of the biotite granite.
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Numerous pegmatite stringers and dikes parallel and 
cut the major structure. The pegmatite is fine to coarse grained, 
pinkish-white, weathering white. Beside the K-feldspar; muscovite 
pyrite, molybdenite and garnets occur in the pegmatite. These 
dikes range from 6" to 4" wide and in a few cases swelling to 
30' at the nose of folds. The pegmatite dikes often follow the 
older fold structures which are occupied by the aplite dikes. 
These pegmatite dikes increase in number and size towards the 
southern boundary of the claim group and possibly represent the 
latest intrusive activity.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The agglomerate bands along the central portion of the 
claim group clearly outline the major structure of the claim group. 
It probably represents the south limb of an E-W striking syncline 
plunging to the east. From pillows, the tops of flows were found 
to be facing north.

The schistosity in most cases was found to parallel the 
volcanic flows and agglemerate bands. The general strike of the 
schistosity is approximately east-west by the lake and swings to 
the north-west, along the western claim boundary. The dip is 
generally steeply to the north but flattens out to the south-west.

Shearing was found to strike N 25-30 E. This is 
indicated by both drag folding and by pyroclastic dislocation. 
The north side moved south-eastward relative to the south side. 
Horizontal movement along shear planes range from l foot to possibly 
greater as indicated by a probable fault (of the shear type) in 
the Northern part of the c]aim group. A probable rotational 
movement may have also occurred.

The pegmatite dikes appear to occupy complimentary 
shears angling across the main schistosity.

Fracturing has appeared to have occurred in the harder
sedimentary, pyroclastic and massive flows while shearing has occurred 
in the softer pillow volcanics and peridotites. Plastic flow has 
occurred parallel to the southern gradational granitic intrusive.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY S MINERALIZATION

Numerous gossanized shears and fractures exist on the 
claim group. Mineralization in these shears was found to consist 
of pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, mariposite and molybdenite.

Trenching was done prior to staking by W. Taylor and 
Morton Stewart in the central portion of the south hal-f of the claim
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group. The trenches are approximately on strike close to and 
including the sedimentary-volcanic contact.

Of the 3 main trenches, the following overburden was 
removed; (1) Eastern trench - 140 cu. ft. (2) Central trench - 
210 cu. ft., (3) Western trench - 300 cu. ft. The overburden 
consists essentially of glacial till and boulders. In addition 
several pits were dug to examine gossanized float.

The 3 trenches cut across a wide silicified, mineralized 
volcanic zone. Also present are quartz veins ranging in thichness 
from j" to Ij". The larger veins are commonly saccharoidal and 
leached. The smaller quartz veins and shears still retain pyrite 
mineralization. Along the south end of each trench occur two 
2'-3' pegmatite bands, and in No. l trench - aplite dikes. An 
apparent 2' shear zone of chloritic schist occurs through each 
trench. This probably represents an altered serpentinite 
associated with the peridotite intrusions. The presence of 
mariposite (nickel-mica) in the quartz veining close to the pegmatite 
dikes indicates a probable enrichment of the pegmatites from the 
ultrabasic sills in the vicinity. Pyrite is probably associated 
with pegmatitic activity. In the No. l trench metasediments occur 
along the northern margin. It can be assumed that silicification and 
mineralization occurred along the volcanic sedimentary boundary 
which was fractured during one period of shearing stress. No minerals 
of economic importance were assayed from the trenches. Minor 
molybdenite occurs in the pegmatites cutting the trenches.

The presence of gessanised shears and fractures are the 
result of tensional forces which produced the major N 25-30 0 E shears. 
Most of the gossanized shears occur in the harder pyroclastic 
volcanics and the sedimentary-volcanic contact.

Of possible economic importance is the presence of 
peridotite sills. Of these a few assays reported the presence of 
.16?i nickel and . 01* cobalt. The average width of these magnetic 
ultrabasics range from an average of 30' to 300'. These appear 
to be cut by later granitic intrusives to the west of the claim 
group.

One high Cu. assay was reported from a float erratic of 
unknown origin.

CONCLUSION

No economic deposit, as indicated by poor assays and 
only small shears, have been found on these claims. A possibility, 
however, is the presence of nickeliferous peridotite sills which 
underlie the muskeg areas of the claim group. These may be associated 
with a larger ultrabasic intrusive body beneath the claim group.
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The probable synclinal structure with cross-cutting 
shears and fractures certainly indicate a favourable locality 
for mineralization. However, much of the area to the north and 
west is drift covered. The peridotite also appears to be cut 
by later granitic intrusions within a short distance of the 
western claim boundary.

The results from mapping and prospecting do not 
warrant keeping the claims. However, Inco's geophysical surveys 
across our claim group and also their drilling within i mile 
of the claim group indicate that interest should still be 
maintained on this claim group.

Respectfully submitted

Toronto, Ontario ———————:————— 
October 10, 1961 Thomas Boleantu
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INTRODUCTION

The following report is a compilation of all inform ation obtained during the course of a combined geological reconnaissance and prospecting project carried out by Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Limited during the 1961 field season.

The purpose of this introduction is to provide back ground information and outline the theory upon which this project was conceived.

Not only are metallogenetic provinces associated with well-defined orogenic belts, but they seem, in many instances, to be characteristically associated with edges of orogenic belts or boundaries between major age-provinces. This is well illustrated in central and eastern Canada by occurrences of major ore deposits which are spatially related to the boundaries of the Appalachian Orogenic Belt, the Grenville Front, the Superior-Churchill Orogenic boundary and the Churchill-Slave Orogenic boundary.

If one considers the age-spacing of post-Precambrian orogenies, it would seem highly probable that our Canadian Shield must contain many more orogenic belts than are now evident from the relatively meagre radioactive dating presently available. The Patricia Project was carried out in an area suspected of being the edge of a hitherto-undefined Precambrian mountain-built belt.

In December, 1960, the writer persued the aeromagnetic maps of Northwestern Ontario as they became available. From these, it appeared that an abrupt, but fairly subtle, change in magnetic trends takes place along a line between Red Lake and Wunnummin Lake. This change in trends was substantiated, at least in a general way, by examining geological maps of the greenstone belts adjcent to this line. This apparent trend- change is, in the writer's opinion, more obvious than the change in trends upon which Gill and Wilson postulated the boundary between the Superior and Churchill provinces.

A fur-iher investigation by the writer revealed that the Dominion Observatory had, as a result of reconnaissance gravity surveys, outlined a gravity "low" generally correlative with the suspected orogenic boundary suggested by the geologic and magnetic trend-changes. The Observatory had interpreted this gravity "low" as a belt of root structures of Precambrian mountain-building.

Based on the above evidence, a new intercratonalorogenic belt{"the Patricia Orogenic Belt"), trending fromRice Lake, Manitoba, Towards Wunnummin Lake, Ontario, waspostulated. The southwestern portion of this belt (Rice Lake,
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Red Lake, Casummitt Lake and Pickle Lake) is known for its 
past and present mineral productivity, but its northeastern 
strike projection from Casummitt Lake to Wunnummin Lake has 
been largely an unknown quantity.

An area of 4600 square miles straddling the postulated 
hble, in its least explored part, was chosen for geological 
reconnaissance and prospecting. This constituted the 1961 
phase of the Patricia Project.

The object of the project was to outline, by 
reconnaissance geological methods, areas worthy of detailed 
prospecting. This object was accomplished and, as a result 
the prospecting party had its choice of several very desirable 
areas in which to work. Prospecting was completed over 
approximately one-third of the favourable areas. Several 
zones of very encouraging mineralization were found although 
none of these was of economic tenor or size.

A continued prospecting programme is recommended in 
this area for the 1962 field season.

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
November l, 1961 
GSWBrph

G.S.W. Bruce.



REPORT OF THE GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF PART OF THE 

PATRICIA AREA, NORTHERN ONTARIO. PATRICIA PROJECT

SUMMARY

During part of the summer of 1961, geological reconnaissance 
was carried out over an area of approximately four thousand six 
hundred square miles in the Patricia district of north-western Ontario. 
This was carried out by a combination of observation from a Cessna 180 
aircraft while flying systematically over the territory, together with 
as many observations on the ground at the shores of lakes as it was 
possible to land on. This general coverage was augmented in selected 
areas by canoe and overland traverses. As the result of this, three 
general areas underlain by meta-sedimentary and meta-volcanic rocks 
and worthy of atttntion by prospectors were outlined and prospecting 
teams placed in those areas. At the date of this report interesting 
sulphide mineralization had been discovered.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of undertaking the project was essentially as 
follows:-

(1) To examine an area of approximately 4,600 square miles, lying 
to the north of the Central Patricia-Pickel Crow mining camp in 
Ontario.

(2) By interpretation of available gravity and aero-magnetic data, 
and by an evaluation of the lithology and structure of the rocks both 
on the ground and from a low flying aircraft, to delineated those 
portions of the selected area most suitable for prospecting.

(3) To prospect the favourable ground for economic mineral deposits.

The recent publication by the Ontario Department of Mines 
and the Geological Survey of Canada of a series of aeromagnetic maps, 
together with the availability of gravity data dictated the choice of 
the area to the examined. These suggested that there was a geological 
similarity between the belt containing the Rice Lake-Red Lake-CasuJnmit 
Lake-Pickle Lake mining camps and the region between Pickle Lake aftd 
North Caribou Lake. There seemed to be a very good chance of finding 
zones containing deeply folded Archaean meta-sedimentary and meta- 
volcanic rocks in this region. The main efforts of explorations were 
expended on discovering these zones.

The area chosen has the added advantage of comparative 
remoteness and had not until 1960 been mapped geologically so that it 
might not have been throroughly prospected.

PRELIMINARY WORK

Before undertaking field work on the project some study 
was made of the aeromagnetic sheets, both of the originals on a scale
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l inch to l mile and of a compilation at l inch to 4 miles. By making the assumption that the meta-volcanics and the meta-sediments containing iron formation are of a generally higher magnetic susceptibility than the granite, a map was prepared tentatively showing the positions and extent of the greenstone zones. By this techniwue, structures and lithological units already mapped in adjacent areas were extrapolated into the area under study. In final analysis this proved to be a most useful map and differed ofily in detail from the results of the subsequent examination on the ground.

A study was also made of the aerial photographs on a scale of l inch to l mile in order to outline the areas of outcrop and if possible to pick the rock types. Although the major structural features show most prominently, much of the geology interpreted from the photographs turned out to be guesswork. It proved in many cases to be impossible to distinguish between outcrops, boulder ridges, sand dunes and patches of caribou moss. Thus it became obvious that photo-geology, in an area of insufficient ground control, with the poor resolution of one mile to the inch photographs by someone who is unfamiliar with the area, is largely a waste of time.

Individual base maps on a scale of l inch to l mile and having dimensions equivalent to 30 degrees of longitude and 15 degrees of latitude were traced from the topography shown on the aero-magnetic sheets. A compilation of these on a scale of l inch to 4 miles wag prepared for correlation. Copies of the l mile base maps were cemented to stiff card and proved useful as base map-cum-drafting board in the field.

PERSONNEL

Field operations were divided into two phases:-

Phase (1) Reconnaissance, both airborne and on the grcpund.

Phase (2) Prospecting of favourable ground discovered during 
Phase (1). The two phases to run almost con-^ 
currently.

In order to carry out the operation a crew consisting of l senior geologist, l junior geologist, 2 prospectors and helpers, and l cook, was assembled. (After three weeks one of the prospectors resigned and his helper assisted the junior geologist from then on.)

A Cessna 180 aircraft on floats and a pilot were chartered. 
TECHNIQUE

General Reconnaissance

Initially the project required as quickly as possible a working geological map of the selected area. To this end, the
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senior geologist flew a systematic pattern of lines in the aircraft, covering the area sheet by sheet.

The lines were generally spaced about two miles apart and 
were flown at an altitude of about 800 feet above the ground. 
During these flights the outcrop areas were shaded roughly on the 
cardboard mounted base maps. The rock type was indicated by 
coloured pencil and notes made on the map about the lithology, structures and overburden.

It was found to be possible, after a little practice, 
readily to identify from the air such rocks as: massive granite 
granite with xenoliths, migmatite, metavolcanic and metasedimentary 
rocks and to indicate with reasonable degree of accuracy the strike 
of the foliated members.

During the routine of flying the lines any lakes with out 
crop within easy access of the shore and inwhich it might be possible 
to land were noted, especially if there was doubt concerning the 
lithology. Subsequently these lakes were visited and landings made 
where possible. It was generally found to be preferable to complete 
the systematic flying for the day before making the landings to 
prevent interrupting the continuity of observation. This was, howevef, dictated by the necessity of examining unfamiliar rock types, or by 
the density of outcrop or the complexity of the structure. Thus in 
areas of massive granite there was not the same urgency to examine the 
rock on the ground as in the vicinity of the greenstone belts.

Following the flying the aerial photographs were used to 
define the areas of outcrop precisely, on the map and to help in the 
interpolation of the data.

The results of the general reconnaissance showed that the 
metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks which might underlie potentially 
good prospecting ground, lay in three zones near the north corner of 
the area and were the folded and faulted southerly extension of the 
North Caribou Lake greenstone belt.

Detailed Reconnaissance

As the result of a quick preliminary check, the two 2-man 
prospecting teams had already been placed on two of these zones, 
the one at Horseshoe Lake and the other at Forester Lake.

In order to provide a more detailed geological map and 
information on the location of ourcrops and interesting rock and 
structures for the prospectors a closer reconnaissance of the three 
greenstone zones was undertaken. This was carried out both by flying 
closely spaced lines {at J mile intervals or so)at a height of 200 
to 300 feet above the ground making landings wherever possible. 
Details of the geology were plotted on plastic overlays on the aerial.
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photographs. At the same time, shoreline geology was mapped from canoe traverses and some overland traverses were made to complete the picture. The resultant information was compiled on the l inch to the mile base maps.

AEROMAGNETIC MAPS

The aeromagnetic maps were found to be of great value at all stages of the work from the preliminary study to the correlation and interpretation of the field date. Major structures can be followed with relative precision, such as the prominent fault striking N 30 0 W between Forester Lake and Horseshoe Lake, or the diabase dyke which follows it part way. Also, easy of interpretation, are the linear magnetic ridges corresponding to the numerous bands of iron formation present throughout the greenstone.

In general, the greenstone belts are of high magnetic susceptibility, becoming less so where these rocks are converted into migmatites or injection gneisses. The areas of massive granite tend to have a fairly even magnetic pattern with broad gradual variations and widely spaced contour lines. Where there the granite is crowded with large zenoliths or angular inclusions of volcanic or sedimentary rock or where there was evidence on the ground that such xenoliths had been resorbed into the granite, the normally smooth magnetic pattern becomes "lumpy" and loses its uniform trend. Small irregular shaped peaks are crowded together and the whole has a confused appearance.
GENERAL GEOLOGY

The overall geological picture of the area surveyed is that of one or more bodies of granitic rocks of major proportions, perhaps intruded deep within an arogenic belt, into which or between which are the deeply folded remnants of a sequence of basic to intermediate lava flows and intercalated sedimentary rocks.

There is a considerable variation in the degree of metamorphism of these lavas and sediments, with such high grade minerals as andalusite, staurolite and cordierite being occasionally present. The more highJy altered lavas are usually dark grey to black hornblende schists and gneisses, but the usual chloritic "greefi- stone" is common, often with undisturbed primary volcanic structures such as pillows, breccia fragments and ropey lava.

Most widely developed however, are the migmatites derived from both lavas and sediments, by the introduction of material from the granites. All variations of these were seen from rocks in which the granitic phase consists of small stringers of pegmatite, to gneisses, so close to granite in composition that their origin could be inferred oi ly from their stratigraphic relationship.
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GREENSTONE BELTS

Because the purpose of the reconnaissance phase of the 
project was to provide geological information for the prospecting 
teams, most attention was devoted to the matavolcanic and meta- 
sedimentary or "greenstone" belts. Although three zones are under 
lain by these rocks, they are undoubtedly a southern extension of the 
North Caribou Lake belt. These are: the Libert Lake, Horseshoe Lake 
and Forester Lake zones.

Libert Lake Zone

At Zeema Lake the synclinal structure of the North
Caribou Lake seems to split, one branch striking coutheast through 
Markop Lake to Forester Lake and the other southward through Libert 
Lake. This southward striking branch is unusual in a number of ways. 
It is almost barren of overburden with nearly complete outcrop 
exposure covered with sparse jackpine. There are a large number of 
long narrow lakes or arms of a single lake controlled by the 
direction of jointing and by the strike of the underlying rock. The 
rocks are either high grade metamorphic or else so completely mig- 
matized as to be approaching granite in composition. Dark grey 
amphibolite and grey hornblende gneisses and migmatites are the 
principal rock types. Near the centre of the zone and more or less 
corresponding to the central band of sedimentary rocks aapped by Satterley 
to the north is a band up to one mile wide of leucocratic gneissis 
and migmatites. Most are highly feldspathic and essentially biotite 
bearing but some knotted schists carrying andalusite were seen. 
One exposure of staurolite schist was encountered. Two small highly 
magnetic localities correspond to narrow bands of garnet, chloritoid, 
magnetite rock, undoubtedly the altered equivalent of iron formation,

A diabase dyke striking about north-south is shown on
Map 18-1961 of the G.S.C. but apparently does not extend into the
area studied by us.

To the south, the entire zone appears to terminate against 
a prominent N 30 0 W striking fault and there is a most pronounced 
dragging of the strike of the rocks into parallelism with the fault. 
This suggests a right-hand movement to the horizontal component.

Very little sulphide mineralization was seen in this zone 
possibly as the result of the type of metamorphism. A 'gold 
shoeing is reported by the G.S.C. (Map 18-1961) to the north of 
Libert Lake but this was not seen during reconnaissance.

In view of the strong structural features of the zone, 
the major fault terminating it, the possibilities of stride faulting 
and cross shearing and the reported gold showing, this zone should be 
prospected. By comparison with the Forester Lake and Horseshoe Lake 
zones, however, the priority for attention should be somewhat less than 
these.
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Horseshoe Lake Zone

Lying south of the Libert Lake zone and possibly the 
faulted extension of it, the zone of greenstones stretches through 
the southern part of Horseshoe Lake from the N 30 0 W trending fault 
to Sasiginage Lake. If this is in reality the continuation of the 
previously described zone, offset by the fault, it gives to that 
structure a left-hand movement which is at variance with both the 
ground evidence and the theoretical consideration that a prominent 
linear through the Pipestone River and Markop Lake is its conjugate fault.

The rocks of the zone consist almost entirely of meta 
morphosed lavas and very minor amounts of meta-sediments. A single 
small band of iron formation extends through Horseshoe Lake near 
the northern edge of the zone.

The lavas, probably originally basaltic or andesitic in 
composition, have suffered only low grade metamorphism and v.re 
similar to the chlorite-albite epidote schists of "typical green^- 
stones". Pillow lavas and flow breccias are fairly well preserved.

Mineralization with sulphides and quartz seems to be wide 
spread and some small amounts of pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite can 
be found in almost every outcrop visited. Map 18-1961 of G.S.C. 
reports a showing of gold which probably corresponds to one of these 
sulphide occurrences but was not positively identified as such during 
the systematic reconnaissance. A considerable part of the area was 
staked during and immediately prior to 1959 but little can be foynd 
concerning any discoveries made. Prospecting does not seem to have 
been thorough as there is little evidence of rocks being "cracked" 
more than a quarter mile in from the lake shores.

The zone is therefore worthy of careful attention and is 
favourable in every way for prospecting, particularly along the iron 
formation band, near the west end of which some pyritiferous quaftz 
stringers assayed trace of gold.

The Karl Lake - Forester Lake Zone

As already stated the North Caribou Lake greenstone belt 
bifurcates at Zeemel Lake, the easterly branch passes through Katl 
Lake to be offset sloghtly by a N 3d 0 E trending fault. It then 
passes through Forester Lake thence eastward to Wigwascence Lake f 
The southern part of this zone has a numbdr of small branches 
repeated somewhat by folding and split by apophyses of granite. 
One branch more or less follows Neawagank Lake and another becomes 
involved in some complex folding and migmatization at Obabigan Lake 
eventually to form a long zone extending along the Pineimuta River 
to Totogan Lake. This latter zone crosses a large area of thick
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drift covered with muskeg swamps. No outcrops could be seen between Neawagank Lake and a few small patches of rock morth of Totgan Lake. The interpolation has been made from the aeromagnetic data.

The rocks of this zone are mainly greenstones derived from basic to intermediate lavas, pillow lavas, flow breccias, and pyroclastics, but there are a number of intercalated sediments and some small bands of iron formation. Greywacke and its metamorphic equivalents are the common rock types slthough everything from argillite to conglomerate was encountered.

Lit-par-lit injection and migmatization is a variable intensity through the zone, being almost completely absent at Forester Lake. At the south end of Neawagank Lake the rocks have been moderately to intensely injected while at Obabigan Lake and at Wigwasence Lake, the alteration and injection has been so complete as to make the rocks almost impossible to identify.

In the time available and because of the reconnaissance nature of the project, no attempt was made to resolve the complexities of the structure other than the broad features. The fault which seems to offset the zone south of Karl Lake with apparent right hand movement is a most pronounced topographic feature which shows also in the aeromagnetic pattern. Some of the north-east trending shearing at Forester Lake probably represents tension fractures off this fault and as such may be suitable structures for the control of mineral deposition. Som sulphides were discovered, and claims staked by the prospectors along one of those shears at the west end of Forested Lake. Similarly, a zone of rustiness was observed by the writer in another such shear near the south end of Neawagank Lake.

Sulphide mineralization is of fairly common occurrence along this zone with almost every outcrop containing some stringers of pyrite or chalcopyrite. By the time of writing this report, the prospecting team had staked claims on a shear zone, mineralized with quartz, qyrite, chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite at the west of Forester Lake, and on a zone of pyrite and arsenopyrite near Sage Lake to the east of Forester Lake. In addition, a number of smaller sulphide masses had been examined and sampled.

Outcrops in the Pipestone River near Markop Lake are well mineralized with pyrite and quartz but proved on assay to be barren of gold.

A small basic to ultrabasic intrusive dyke-like body at the west end of Forester Lake which probably underlies part of the lake and may be responsible for the aeromagnetic anomaly there, is sparsely mineralized with pyrrhotite but returned very low vlaues in nickel on assay.
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It was not possible to see any metallic minerals on a l similar small body near the west end of Karl Lake.J
5 The entire zone from Karl Lake to Obabigan Lake is most i favourable prospecting territory, an opinion supported by the 

showings already found. East of Obabigan Lake the density of 
outcrop drops and the access becomes more difficult, so that much time could be wasted for poor returns ir. covering this part of 
the zone.

Dumond River Area

In the vicinity of the Dumond River just to the north os 
the Menako Lakes Map 18-1961 of the G.S.C. shows some bands of 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks. The aeromagnetic map has a number of north-south trending highs which correspond generally to such 
bands. The airborne reconnaissance on the other hand suggested 
that the rocks were mainly granite although some outcrops were 
banded and might be migmatite.

A number of localities were checked on the ground where it was found that the rocks are mainly intrusive granit but crowded 
with large volcanic and sedimentary inclusions. These show varying degrees of resorption into the granite the larger ones being barely altered. There is in a gross way a linear arrangement to the 
inclusions in a north-south direction.

It seems reasonable to assume that this complex represents 
the granite immediately below a linear roof pendant of volcanic roks the main part of which has been removed by erosion, and that the digestion of the inclusions would release to the granite sufficient iron minerals to account for the aeromagnetic pattern. Certainly 
no zone of continuous volcanic or sedimentary rock was seen from the 
air or on the ground. It might be possible to map some inclusions 
as outcrops of such rock on a cursory examination, some of them are certainly very large, but careful study reveals a lack of conformity 
in strike or lithology from one to the next.

No mineralization of note was seen and the area is not 
recommended for prospecting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Because the reconnaissance has been closely associated 
with prospecting, no specific recommendations are made here. The 
prospecting ground and interesting mineralization seen during the reconnaissance so that most of the suggestions made, have already 
been implemented.
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In a general way, however, i t is recommended that all of 
the greenstones be carefully prospected, with attention directed 
mainly to the Horeshoe Lake and Forester Lake zones where sulphides 
in silicified greenstones is of common occurrence. This seems to 
be most intense along or near the contacts between the greenstones 
and granite, especially around apophyses of the latter. The iron 
formations, providing a brittle matrix susceptible to the 
development of quartz veins as at the Central Patricia Mine, should 
receive attention. Two localities in the Horseshoe Lake zone have 
auriferous quartz stringers cutting iron formation.

The garnet-chloritiod-magnetite rock, considered to be 
metamorphosed iron formation, that was seen near the north-west 
corner of the mapped portion of the Libert Lake zone carries a 
little disseminated chalcopyrite and bornite, and should be 
prospected.

PAP;ph
Typed at Head Office, 
September 13th, 1961 
Toronto, Ontario.

Peter A. Peach
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53Be8NE0ai1 53B08NEe811 FORESTER LAKE 030

CONCLUDING REPORT - PATRICIA PROJECT - ONTARIO

This is a brief report concerning my activities as junioy Geologist, with Rio Tinto during the summer field season - May to October, 1961.

PRELIMINARY WORK

From June 1st to August 20th I was engaged in the reconnaissance phase of Patricia Project (300-54). During June and July a-d was given Dr. Peach in this map survey, both in the air and on the ground, and in drafting. During the three week travel ban at the end of July, good public relations between Rio Tinto and the community was aided by my assistance with a children's swimming instruction programme at Central Patricia.

Once a few greenstone areas had been outlined in August, shore geology, with a few inland traverses were undertaken in order to obtain a more detailed mineralogical, structural and lithological enclosure of the major volcanic-sedimentary belts. Areas visited included Menako Lakes; Forester; Neawagank and Obabigan Lakes; Horseshoe fc Kecheoke Lakes; Karl Lake and the Pipestone River; Libert Lake area; and Wigwassence Lake. The results of those traverses were incorporated in Dr. Peach's aerial reconnaissance maps (l mile^") .

A few assays (B751, B1201-B1213) were taken of interesting mineralizations, with minor gold values found in B1201, 1202, 1206. By August 20th, the reconnaissance phase (300-54) was completed and Dr. Peach released for another project.

DETAILED GEOLOGY (300-55)

On August 21, 1961, base camp was moved from Spruce Lake to Bill Taylor's recently vacated camp-site on the north-west shore of Forester Lake. Until September 13th, I ahd the services of A. Stewart (assistant) and A. Labelle (cock). A. Stewart, however, was absent for several days while working for Dr. Peach in northern Manitoba. While camped at Forester Lake, 3 claim groups were geologically mapped d'^400 1 ) according to O.D.M. specifications. These were West Forester Lake (12 claims), Sage Lake (5 claims) and W.^. (4 claims).

West Forester Lake Claims

Miner mineralization present on these claims occurs as pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, molybdenite and magnetite. Miner assays of Cu, Ni, Co and negligible Au, Ag, Mo, have been recorded. A trenched 10-40' silicified and quartz-veined meta-volcanic shear zone as well as numerous small sulphide mineralized shears have failed
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to reveal mineralization of economic value. A few higher Cu. values were found in float erraties of unknown origin.

Of greatest interest on this claim group is the presence of magnetite peridotite sills assyaing .07 - 16% Ni; and .013, Co. These are predominently narrow (30'-60'wide) 
while one is at least 300' wide. Total extent of these sills are difficult to determine as they underlie the lower muskeg areas of the claims. The peridotite appears to be out by later granite intrusives close to the western claim boundary.

Discouraging assay results from the trenches and shears suggest that these claims be dropped.

Sage Lake Claims

On these claims, pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite mineralization have been found exclusively in float erratics. The mineralized float, especially chloritic and graphitic schists have had little movement and is related to the folding apoxing across the claim group. Most significant is the presence of gold (.005-.14 oz./ton) and silver (.08 oz./ton) values associated with arsenopyrite and minor quartz veins in a chloritic schist (meta-tuff). On the basis of the higher .14 oz./ton gold value, it is feasable to explore the chloritic schist zone by drilling. Also of interest is the presence of a thicker sulphide graphitic schist zone, lying to the east of the chloritic schist, which may carry significant values of cobalt and silver.

High magnetic anomalies underlying the claim group are probably iron formation. As arsenopyrite in fractured iron formation carries gold at Central Patricia Gold Mines, the same may apply here.
W.R. Claims

This claim group is related to the same regional structure as the Sage Lake Claim group and is located approximately k mile east of those claims. Mineralization consists of arsenopyrite associated with hornblende sheets, feldspar porphyry and quartz veins, These, in turn, are related to a ring dike structure centering on the north-central boundary of the W.R. Claims. Only minor gold (.005-.03 oz./ton) and silver (.05-.14 oz./ton) values have been assayed from this group.

These claims have been tagged but were not recorded, pending assay results. As the poor assyas do not warrant recording the claims, I would recommend that they be dropped. If the company wishes to keep them, they should be restaked.

Geological reports and maps of the three claim groups accompany this report.
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GEOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE

On September 18, base camp joined Bill Taylor at Horseshoe Lake (near the main Pipestone River inlot). It had been recommended by Dr. Peach that he examine this belt before leaving the field. During the following three weeks, reports and maps of the three calim groups were completed. A Geo-photo interpretation for shear and fault lineations was undertaken and a few traverses made to check the shear zones uncovered. These pyrite shear zones 6"-6' wide are extensively gossanized, however only low Au. values have been assayed to date.

DEPARTURE

On September 28th, both A. Taylor and myself left Horseshoe Lake for Pickle Lake. The next few days were spent in packing, shipping camp gear and also settling accounts with various agencies in town. Opportunity was taken at this time to examine the geological, mining and milling procedures at the Pickle Crow Gold Mines. After my arrival in Toronto on October 2nd, I completed my final summer reports and accounts.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

(a) Good weather combined with very few flies definitely made an enjoyable summer. June to August were sunny and hot with only a few rainy days. September was usually overcast with intermittent showers. A cold rainy week followed our camp move of September 18th. Local smoke conditions and gusty winds (up to 50 M.P.H.) also grounded operations for a few days. The dry weather certainly helped Rio Tinto prospecting as both lake and river levels were lower by 3 feet revealing considerable new outcrop exposure, and also muskeg and swamps were drier.

(b) Recommendations concerning repair and disposal of camp gear i.e. tents, safari cots, outboard motor, have already been suggested on the inventory sheets of returning boxes. Fly bars and stove pipe outlets should be provided on all tents. A canvas lean-to with walls would be preferable to a pup tent for emergency stops.
(c) Office equipment proved to be quite satisfactory. A little wastage was involved in the number of map sheets (1"-1 mile and 1"- 4 mile) sent to the field. Only 1/3 were used, as maps of granite areas were never utilized by the prespectors.

(d) Hooker Bros, were fairly good supply agents for Patricia Project. Good food and a wide variety were available. Their dearer prices were offset by their expeditory services.

(e) The cook-woodsman combination worked quite well, especially during A. Taylor's absence.
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(f) Having a Consulting Geologist for the prospectors is certainly a good idea. I certainly wish I could have worked more closely with them. As it was, I only caught up to them at the end of the summer.

(g) A student geologist would be a good assistant for the junior geologist. He would be preferable to an experienced bust worker who has little interest in geology or prospecting.
CONCLUSIONS

The Karl Lake belt - metavoleanics and metasediments on the north side of the Pipestone River appears to be a favourable area for future prospecting. Low gold values (.02 oz./ton) were found in mineralized quartz veins and pods during reconnaissance of the Pipestone River. In the same vicinity, several mineralized quartz veins were present in the few outcrops of metasediments visited.

In the Horseshoe Lake area, only low gold values have been found in pyritic shear zones. As no major structure has been discovered to dat there, the possibility of higher gold values are unlikely.

The Forester - Neawagenk Lakes area has been quite thoroughly prospected by W. Taylor and M. Stewart. No significant outcrop values have been assayed, although encouraging Au. values have been found in several float erratics. Further work should be done on the Sage Lake Claim group.

A broader knowledge of a geological project, particularly the geological and organizational aspects as discussed by senior staff members, would certainly benefit a junior geologist. In this was, he would be further aware of some of the theories and problems to be encountered in the field.

Respectfully submitted

Toronto, Ontario
October 9, 1961 Thomas Boleantu
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APPENDIX I 

NOTES ON AIRCRAFT USED FOR GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE

The Patricia Project, 1961, was carried out with the use 
of a Cessna 180 aircraft, with which line flying, 'puddle jumping 1 
as well as the supply and moving of camps was done. For this the 
aircraft proved to be an excellent allround machine. Its capacity 
is such that it is able to carry the weekly supplies for 3 two-man 
capms in one load. It can carry 60 gallons of aviation gasoline in 
10-gallon kegs together with full tanks, in all, sufficient for 10 
hours flying (or 1,000 miles).

For reconnaissance, it was found to be somewhat less than 
optimum. On routine line flying at 600 to 800 feet elevation, the 
normal cruising speed of 100 miles per hour is too fast for 
adequate note taking as well a s observation, half that speed being 
more nearly ideal. Related to the problem of flying speed is the 
take-off and landing distance. During the 'puddle jumping 1 phase 
of the reconnaissance it was frequently felt that the ground 
examination was restricted by the minimum size of the lake necessary 
for take-off. This was aggravated in the project area by the fact 
that the lakes are elongated northeast-southwest parallel to the 
glaciation direction and the prevailing wind is from the northwest. 
The writer has little stomach for cross-wind or for "S" shaped 
take-offs.

The ideal aircraft for reconnaissance is, of course, the 
Bell 47 series helicopter. It has the disadvantage of high charter 
rates, which are a little more than twice the usual rates for a 
Cessna 180. The fixed wing aircraft most nearly approaching the 
helicopter in performance is the Piper 'Super-cub', which can be 
operated on floats. The experience of Dr. Ray Thorsteinsen with 
the G.S.C. in the Arctic Islands has been most happy with these 
machines. When available the charter rate for a 'Super-cub' is 
about half that for a Cessna 180 and for a summer operation the cost 
of charter of a large aircract for periodic supply would be added. 
It is probable, however, that the relative costs might well be 
something like this:-

"Super-Cub"

100 hours per month at 325.00 per hour. 52,500.00 

"Norseman"

5 trips 11/2 hours each at 360.00 per hour. 3 450.00
TOTAL 32,900.00

Compared with 33,375 per month for 75 hours paid for the Cessna in 1961.

The 100 hours per month was taken as a round figure for an 
equivalent amount of reconnaissance mileage. Added unknown factors 
would, of course, be availability of aircraft and possible ferry charges 
to and from reconnaissance area. PMir^l I/'NATC f*f\tt\f
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RIO TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED
SUITE 1201-321 RICHMOND S T K F. K T WKST 

TORONTO. ONTARIO

CABLF.S 'R1OCANF.X'
KM P l RE 2- IS t l

1963

Mr. R. V. Scott, 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Toronto, Ontario.

F-l ~ !\'',Z n nijTE to: l
M ^ ^ j^-.- (

t
Patricia Project 

Dear Sir: ~~

We herewith enclose the following in duplicate: 

SAGE LAKE CLAIMS - PA 29936-39 incl. - 53-A-5.

(a) Location Map
(b) E.M. Survey
(c) Dip Needle Survey
(d) Geol. Map by T. Boleantu
(o) Lags fui llulej OL1 - OL6 JLiiii.

WEST FORESTER LAKE CLAIMS - PA 2992U-35 incl. - 53-B-8

(a) Location Map
(b) Geol. of Group by T. Boleantu
(c) Geol. by G.S.W. Bruce
(d) E.M. Survey
(e) Dip Needle Survey
(f) Lateral Section for VF-1, WF-2."
(g) Logs for VF-1, WF-2.

The drilling results were negative, therefore, these claims have been allowed to lapse.

remain
Trusting the above may be of souie value to you, we

Yours very truly, 

TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED

DG/pd D, Gervais
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